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ABSTRACT

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) can cause chro-
mosomal rearrangements and extensive loss of het-
erozygosity (LOH), hallmarks of cancer cells. Yet,
how such events are normally suppressed is unclear.
Here we identify roles for the DNA damage check-
point pathway in facilitating homologous recombi-
nation (HR) repair and suppressing extensive LOH
and chromosomal rearrangements in response to a
DSB. Accordingly, deletion of Rad3ATR, Rad26ATRIP,
Crb253BP1 or Cdc25 overexpression leads to reduced
HR and increased break-induced chromosome loss
and rearrangements. We find the DNA damage check-
point pathway facilitates HR, in part, by promot-
ing break-induced Cdt2-dependent nucleotide syn-
thesis. We also identify additional roles for Rad17,
the 9-1-1 complex and Chk1 activation in facilitating
break-induced extensive resection and chromosome
loss, thereby suppressing extensive LOH. Loss of
Rad17 or the 9-1-1 complex results in a striking in-
crease in break-induced isochromosome formation
and very low levels of chromosome loss, suggesting
the 9-1-1 complex acts as a nuclease processivity
factor to facilitate extensive resection. Further, our
data suggest redundant roles for Rad3ATR and Exo1
in facilitating extensive resection. We propose that
the DNA damage checkpoint pathway coordinates re-

section and nucleotide synthesis, thereby promoting
efficient HR repair and genome stability.

INTRODUCTION

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are potentially lethal
lesions, which can arise from exposure to DNA damaging
agents or through endogenous metabolic errors. DSBs are
normally efficiently repaired by the non-homologous end-
joining (NHEJ) or homologous recombination (HR) repair
pathways. However, incorrectly repaired DSBs can give rise
to a wide range of chromosomal rearrangements, which
can lead to oncogene activation or tumor suppressor loss
through loss of heterozygosity (LOH) (reviewed in (1)).

The DNA damage checkpoint pathway plays a key role in
maintaining genome stability in response to DNA damage.
While originally identified as an intracellular signal trans-
duction pathway that detects DNA lesions and blocks cell
cycle progression until DNA repair is completed (2), the
DNA damage checkpoint pathway is now understood to
promote genome stability through a wide range of processes
including transcriptional regulation of repair genes (3); reg-
ulation of nucleotide synthesis (4); interaction with, and
post-translational modification of DNA repair proteins (5);
relocalization of repair proteins (6) and regulation of the
formation of DNA repair centres (7) (reviewed in (8)).

Central to the DNA damage checkpoint are the phos-
phatidylinositol 3′ kinase-like kinases, ataxia telangiecta-
sia mutated (ATM) in humans (Hs) (Tel1 in Schizosac-
charomyces pombe (Sp) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(Sc)) and ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3-related ATRHs
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(Rad3Sp/Mec1Sc), which localize to DNA damage and play
important roles as the initial sensor kinases (9). During
checkpoint activation, the checkpoint loading complex, a
modified form of the replication factor C (RFC) heteropen-
tamer in which the Rfc1 subunit is replaced by a checkpoint-
specific subunit Rad17Sp/Hs (Rad24Sc), recognizes single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA)/double-stranded DNA junctions
generated at damage sites (10,11). This recruits the 9-1-
1 checkpoint sliding clamp complex, a heterotrimer com-
posed of Rad9Sp/Hs, Hus1Sp/Hs, Rad1Sp/Hs (Ddc1Sc, Mec3Sc

and Rad17Sc), which structurally resembles proliferating
cellnuclear antigen (PCNA), the processivity factor for
DNA replication (12–14). Both the Rad17 checkpoint load-
ing complex and the 9-1-1 complex are required for activa-
tion of the ATRHs/Rad3Sp/Mec1Sc checkpoint kinase. The
ATRHs/Rad3Sp/Mec1Sc kinase is recruited through its in-
teraction between ATRIPHs/Rad26Sp/Ddc2Sc and replica-
tion protein A (RPA) (15), and colocalization of Ddc1Sc

with Mec1Sc is necessary and sufficient for checkpoint acti-
vation (16).

The checkpoint signal is transduced through recruit-
ment and activation of the effector kinases, Chk1Sp/Hs/Sc

and Chk2Hs/Cds1Sp/Rad53Sc. This is achieved through
ATRHs/Rad3Sp/Mec1Sc-dependent phosphorylation of the
checkpoint clamp Rad9Sp/Hs/Ddc1Sc and recruitment of
TopBP1Hs/Rad4/Cut5Sp/Dpb11Sc (17,18). Effector kinase
activity is regulated by mediator proteins. In fission yeast,
activation of Chk1 in response to DNA damage is medi-
ated by Crb253BP1, while activation of Cds1Chk2 kinase in
response to replication stress is mediated by Mrc1 (19–21).

The cell cycle is subsequently targeted by the checkpoint
effector kinases. In fission yeast, Cdc25 is phosphorylated
by Chk1 or Cds1Chk2 in response to DNA damage or repli-
cation stress, respectively (22,23). This results in Cdc25 nu-
clear export through the binding of Rad24, a 14-3-3 pro-
tein, thus preventing activation of nuclear Cdc2CDK1 kinase,
thereby resulting in G2 arrest (24,25). Accordingly, check-
point inactivation can be achieved through overexpression
of Cdc25 (26).

In agreement with a central role for the DNA damage
checkpoint in maintaining genome stability, its disruption
has been shown to result in elevated levels of spontaneous
and break-induced chromosomal rearrangements in both
yeast and humans (27–32). Further, DNA damage check-
point genes have been shown to function as tumor suppres-
sors, in accordance with their role in maintaining genome
stability (33). Despite a reasonable understanding of DNA
damage checkpoint signalling, less is known about how this
pathway coordinates repair in response to DNA damage.

In this study, we have examined the roles of the DNA
integrity checkpoint genes in facilitating DSB repair and
genome stability in fission yeast. We show that loss of the
DNA damage checkpoint can lead to strikingly increased
levels of break-induced chromosomal rearrangements and
extensive LOH. Our findings identify distinct roles for DNA
damage checkpoint genes in promoting efficient HR and
genome stability in response to a DSB through both facili-
tating nucleotide synthesis and extensive resection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast strains, media and genetic methods

All S. pombe strains were cultured, manipulated and stored
as previously described (34). All strain genotypes are listed
in Supplementary Table S1. The construction of Ch16-
RMGAH is as described in (35).

Serial dilution assays

Log phase cultures of OD 0.2 (595 nm) of the strains indi-
cated were spotted onto Ye5S plates with the indicated con-
centrations of bleocin. Plates were incubated at 32˚C for two
days before analysis.

Site-specific DSB assay

The DSB assay was performed as described previously
(34). The percentage of colonies undergoing NHEJ/SCC
(arg+ G418R/HygR ade+ his+), gene conversion (GC) (arg+

G418S/HygS ade+ his+), Ch16 loss (arg− G418S/HygS ade−
his−) or LOH (arg+ G418S/HygS ade− his−; HygR ade−
G418S his− for Ch16-YAMGH) were calculated. To de-
termine the levels of break-induced GC, Ch16 loss and
LOH, background events at 48h-T in a blank vector as-
say were subtracted from break-induced events at 48h-T
in cells transformed with pREP81X-HO. Each experiment
was performed three times using three independently de-
rived strains for all mutants tested. More than 1000 colonies
were scored for each time point. Southern blots were per-
formed as previously described (34). It has been previously
estimated that every cell will have incurred at least one HO
endonuclease-induced DSB during this assay (36).

Rapidly inducible DSB resection and SSA repair assay

Rapid HO induction using the urg promoter together
with analysis of DSB resection and single-strand annealing
(SSA) repair was performed as previously described (37,38).

Pulsed field gel electrophoresis

Pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) analysis was per-
formed as described previously (39).

Comparative genome hybridization

Comparative genome hybridization (CGH) analysis was
performed as previously described (35).

RESULTS

Rad3ATR is a suppressor of break-induced LOH

To identify suppressors of break-induced LOH, a colony-
sectoring screen was performed following ethyl methanesul-
fonate (EMS) mutagenesis of a strain carrying a modified
non-essential minichromosome (Ch16-RMGAH). Ch16-
RMGAH encodes an arg3 marker on the left arm of the
minichromosome, and a MATa target site, together with
an adjacent kanMX6 gene encoding G418 resistance, an
ade6-M216, allele which complements the ade6-M210 allele
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Figure 1. Rad3ATR suppresses break-induced extensive LOH. (A) Schematic of the minichromosome Ch16-RMGAH. The relative positions of the arg3
marker (diagonal stripes), centromeres (ovals), the MATa site (black), the kanMX6 resistance marker (gray), the complementary ade6 heteroalleles (ade6-
M216 and ade6-M210; white) and the his3 marker (vertical stripes) on Ch16-RMGAH and ChIII are shown as described previously (35). The sizes of the
ChIII and Ch16 are shown. In Ch16-RMYAH, kanMX6 is replaced by hph. Derepression of pREP81X-HO (not shown) generates a DSB at the MATa
target site (scissors). Possible outcomes resulting from DSB induction, together with schematics of the minichromosome, and expected phenotypes are
shown. (B) Colony sectoring of wild-type or loh1–1 arg+ G418S ade− his− colonies grown on Edinburgh minimal medium (EMM) plus uracil, histidine
and low adenine (5 mg/l) without arginine (arg- plates) thus facilitating detection of extensive LOH (LOH) in the presence (HO off) or absence (HO on)
of thiamine. (C) Ten-fold serial dilutions of wild-type (WT) Ch16-RMGAH (TH2130) or loh1–1 (TH4089) strains on Ye5S plates, Ye5S plates exposed
to 300 Gy IR, or 0.005% MMS as indicated. (D) 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) stained wild-type Ch16-RMGAH (TH2130) or loh1–1 (TH4089)
strains either untreated or following exposure to 5 mM HU for 6 h. ‘Cut’ phenotypes indicated (yellow arrows). (E) Serial dilutions of wild-type Ch16-
RMGAH (TH2130), loh1–1 (TH4089) with pREP41X empty vector or pREP41X-rad3 (TH4093) on Ye5S and 10 mM HU EMM plates without thiamine,
to derepress pREP41X expression. (F) Percentage DSB-induced marker loss of Ch16-RMGAH in wild-type (TH2130) and rad3Δ (TH2941) backgrounds.
The levels of NHEJ/sister chromatid conversion (SCC), GC, Ch16 loss and extensive LOH are shown. Data are the mean of three experiments and standard
errors of the mean are indicated. The asterisk (*) represents significant difference compared to wild-type.
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present on the homologous chromosome ChrIII, and a his3
marker on the right arm (Figure 1A). These cells are het-
erozygous for these markers. Following HO endonuclease-
induced cleavage at the MATa site, extensive break-induced
LOH resulting from loss of the distal chromosome arm
would be expected to result in arg+ G418S ade− his− cells,
which can be detected when occurring at increased levels
as pink sectored colonies when grown on arg- plates in the
presence of low levels of adenine (35) (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1). Following mutagenesis of the strain carrying Ch16-
RMGAH, mutants loh1-loh7 exhibited elevated levels of
break-induced sectoring and were isolated from the screen.
The mutants loh2-1, loh3-1 and loh4-1 corresponded to mu-
tations in rad57+, rad52+ and rad51+, respectively, as previ-
ously described (35); our unpublished results.

Here we investigated the mutant loh1-1 and found it
exhibited increased break-induced sectoring (Figure 1B),
and acute sensitivity to ionizing radiation (IR), and methyl
methanesulfonate (MMS) (Figure 1C). Further analysis in-
dicated loh1-1 exhibited a ‘cut’ (cells untimely torn) phe-
notype in the presence of hydroxyurea (HU), which de-
pletes nucleotide pools and disrupts DNA replication (Fig-
ure 1D). A ‘cut’ phenotype can arise from a DNA in-
tegrity checkpoint defect in which instead of arresting mi-
tosis prior to the completion of DNA replication, unrepli-
cated DNA is divided into two daughter cells (26). These
findings strongly suggested loh1-1 encoded a mutation in a
checkpoint gene. Accordingly, a cross between rad3Δ and
loh1-1 was unable to generate progeny with wild-type sen-
sitivity to DNA damaging agents, and the HU sensitiv-
ity of loh1-1 could be rescued by expression of a plasmid
encoding rad3 (Figure 1E). Sequence analysis confirmed
loh1-1 encoded a W1700X mutation in the rad3+ gene, in
which a stop codon was introduced. This mutation lies
in the FRAP-ATM-TRRAP (FAT) domain, a kinase do-
main that is conserved through the phosphatidylinositol 3-
kinase-related kinase family (40). Similar findings were ob-
tained for loh5-1 and loh7-1, which were found to encode
W1701X and W253X mutations in the rad3+ gene (our un-
published results).

To further assess the role of Rad3ATR in suppressing
break-induced LOH, a DSB assay was performed to quan-
titate levels of marker loss in a rad3Δ background com-
pared to wild-type following break induction in a non-
essential minichromosome. Following HO endonuclease-
induced cleavage at the MATa site in a wild-type strain
carrying Ch16-RMGAH, 20.5% of cells were repaired by
NHEJ or sister chromatid conversion (SCC) and main-
tained all the minichromosome markers (arg+ G418R ade+

his+); 52.7% of cells were repaired by interchromosomal
GC leading to loss of the G418R cassette adjacent to the
break site on the minichromosome (arg+ G418S ade+ his+);
16.3% of colonies failed to repair the break and lost the non-
essential minichromosome (arg− G418S ade− his−) and
10.3% underwent break-induced extensive LOH resulting
in loss of the distal minichromosome arm (arg+ G418S ade−
his−) (Figure 1A and F).

DSB induction in a rad3Δ background confirmed a role
for Rad3ATR in both promoting efficient HR repair and sup-
pressing Ch16 loss and break-induced LOH, as previously
described (44). The rad3Δ strain exhibited significantly re-

duced NHEJ/SCC (3.3% P = 0.01) and GC (34.7% P =
0.02) compared to wild-type. This was accompanied by a
significant increase in both Ch16 loss (40.5% P < 0.01) and
break-induced extensive LOH (19.6% P < 0.01) (Figure
1F). No significant loss of viability was observed following
DSB induction in this non-essential minichromosome in a
rad3Δ background (our unpublished results).

We identified isochromosome formation as the predom-
inant mechanism of break-induced extensive LOH in arg+

G418S ade− his− colonies associated with failed HR repair,
resulting in a chromosomal element of 388 kb (35). Analy-
sis of 18 arg+ G418S ade− his− colonies from a rad3Δ back-
ground indicated that the majority (78%) were of an iden-
tical size to that of a previously characterized isochromo-
some (388 kb; Figure 2A, left panel, compare lanes 2–4).
The remaining four rad3Δ arg+ G418S ade− his− colonies
displayed a truncated minichromosome of a smaller size to
those corresponding to isochromosomes (Figure 2A, left
panel, lane 5). Southern blot analysis, using a probe de-
rived from Spcc4b3.18, which anneals directly distal to the
centromere on the right arm of Ch16-RMGAH and ChIII
(Figure 2A, right panel), showed annealing to the parental
minichromosome, but failed to anneal to the chromosomal
elements associated with extensive LOH, indicating that
these smaller chromosomal elements had lost the entire bro-
ken chromosome arm (Figure 2A, right panel).

CGH analysis of an arg+ G418S ade− his− strain carry-
ing a smaller non-isochromosomal element and a parental
strain carrying Ch16-RMGAH showed reduced Log2 hy-
bridization ratios across the right arm of the minichromo-
some, thus confirming the absence of the right arm of the
minichromosome in these LOH colonies (Figure 2B). CGH
analysis also failed to show increased ratios across the intact
left arm of the minichromosome, indicating that in contrast
to the previously characterized isochromosomes, this region
had not been duplicated in these less frequent and shorter
chromosomal elements and were therefore not isochromo-
somes (Figure 2B and C; (35)). These findings support a
model in which failed HR repair results in extensive end
processing leading to Ch16 loss or extensive LOH through
the formation of isochromosomes or smaller chromosomal
elements in a rad3Δ background. These less frequently oc-
curring shorter chromosomal elements are likely to have
arisen from de novo telomere addition at or near the cen-
tromere of the minichromosome.

Using a wild-type strain carrying Ch16-MGH, which in
contrast to Ch16-RMYAH contains an ade6-M216 het-
eroallele, ∼30 kb centromere-proximal to the break site, we
have previously identified LOH events resulting in retention
of the ade6-M216 heteroallele, while losing a G418R marker
adjacent to the break site and a his3 gene ∼30 kb distal
to the break site (Supplementary Figure S3A) (39). These
LOH events were associated with DSB repair by HR, and
included break-induced replication (BIR) and allelic cross-
overs (39). However, isochromosome formation (in which
the entire broken arm is lost) cannot be detected in this
assay. Using this Ch16-MGH based assay, no increase in
LOH events associated with DSB repair (and retention of
the ade6-M216 heteroallele) was observed in a rad3Δ back-
ground (Supplementary Figure S3B and C). This contrasts
with a role for Rad3ATR in suppressing break-induced LOH
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Figure 2. Break-induced extensive LOH in rad3Δ results from extensive
resection, and predominantly isochromosome formation (A). Left panel:
PFGE analysis from rad3� Ch16-RMGAH parental strain (TH2941; lane
1), individual arg+ G418S ade− his− (LOH) colonies from wild-type (a
CGH confirmed isochromosome I(Ch16L); lane 2) and rad3Δ (lanes 3–
5) backgrounds following DSB induction are shown. Right panel: South-
ern blot analysis of the PFGE, probed with Spcc4b3.18, which anneals
directly distal the centromere on Ch16-RMGAH and ChIII (as indicated)
(B). CGH of wild-type Ch16-RMGAH (TH2125) and an arg+ G418S ade−
his− (LOH) strain (TH8399) carrying a truncated minichromosome that is
shorter than the known isochromosome (TH4313) (Figure 2A, lane 1) pre-
viously characterized by CGH (35). The Log2 of the LOH:parental signal
ratio across the and chromosome III (from which the minichromosome is
derived) is shown. (C) A schematic of the structure of the smaller chromo-
somal element arising following DSB induction in a rad3Δ background as
related to the CGH data. CGH analysis of an isochromosome with a du-
plicated left arm is presented in Supplementary Figure S2 for comparison.

leading to isochromosome formation, and further supports
a role for Rad3ATR in suppressing extensive LOH associated
with failed HR repair.

The DNA damage checkpoint pathway promotes HR and
suppresses break-induced LOH and minichromosome loss

To test a general role of the DNA damage checkpoint path-
way in suppressing break-induced LOH, levels of marker
loss were additionally examined in other checkpoint-
deficient strains. Like loss of Rad3ATR, loss of the check-

Figure 3. The DNA damage checkpoint promotes HR and suppresses
break-induced LOH. (A) Percentage DSB-induced marker loss of Ch16-
RMGAH in wild-type (TH2130), rad26Δ (TH3410), crb2Δ (TH3383)
and OPcdc25 (TH3395) backgrounds. (B) The DNA replication check-
point does not suppress break-induced LOH. Percentage DSB-induced
marker loss of Ch16-RMGAH in wild-type (TH2130), mrc1Δ (TH3253)
and cds1Δ (TH3256) backgrounds. (C) An additional role for Chk1
activation in promoting HR and suppressing break-induced LOH.
Percentage DSB-induced marker loss of Ch16-YAMGH in wild-type
(TH3317), chk1Δ (TH3153), rad9-T412A (TH5381), rad4.110 (TH4481)
and rad3Δchk1Δ (TH3623) backgrounds. For (A), (B) and (C) the levels
of NHEJ/SCC, GC, Ch16 loss and extensive LOH are shown. Data are the
mean of three experiments and standard errors of the mean are indicated.
The asterisk (*) represents P < 0.05 compared to wild-type.

point sensor Rad26ATRIP, the checkpoint adaptor Crb253BP1

or overexpression of Cdc25 (OPcdc25) led to reduced HR
repair, and increased levels of Ch16 loss and LOH. In a
rad26Δ background, GC was significantly reduced (32.7%
P = 0.01), while levels of Ch16 loss (35.6% P = 0.01) and
break-induced LOH (15.8% P = 0.05) were significantly in-
creased, compared to wild-type (Figure 3A). Similarly, in
a crb2Δ background break-induced NHEJ/SCC (3.6% P
< 0.01) and GC (25.6% P < 0.01) were significantly re-
duced while Ch16 loss (49.8% P < 0.01) and LOH (20.5%
P < 0.01) were significantly increased compared to wild-
type (Figure 3A). OPcdc25 encodes cdc25 under the control
of the strong constitutive adh promoter, leading to its over-
production and subsequently to checkpoint loss (26). DSB
induction in an OPcdc25 background resulted in signifi-
cantly reduced NHEJ/SCC (12.4% P = 0.03), significantly
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reduced GC (36.8% P = 0.03), and significantly increased
Ch16 loss (30.4% P = 0.02) and break-induced LOH (18.9%;
P < 0.01) compared to wild-type (Figure 3A). Further anal-
ysis of at least 16 of the arg+ G418S ade− his− colonies from
the rad26Δ, crb2Δ or OPcdc25 backgrounds indicated that
they carried a truncated minichromosome of an identical
size to that of a known isochromosome (388 kb) (our un-
published results). These findings support a general role for
the DNA damage checkpoint pathway in facilitating effi-
cient HR repair and suppressing break-induced chromoso-
mal rearrangements and LOH.

The DNA replication checkpoint does not suppress break-
induced LOH

A possible role for the DNA replication checkpoint in DSB
repair was also analysed in mrc1Δ or cds1Δ backgrounds.
In contrast to the DNA damage checkpoint mutants, lev-
els of GC were significantly increased in mrc1Δ (69.3%;
P < 0.01), while levels of NHEJ/SCC (4.4%; P = 0.01)
were significantly reduced compared to wild-type (Figure
3B). Similarly, levels of GC were significantly increased
in cds1Δ (75.3%; P < 0.01), while levels of NHEJ/SCC
(7.9%; P = 0.01) and LOH (5.4%; P < 0.01) were re-
duced compared to wild-type (Figure 3B). Thus, in con-
trast to the DNA damage checkpoint pathway, disrupt-
ing the DNA replication checkpoint resulted in a hyper-
recombinant phenotype.

Chk1+ activation is required to suppress break-induced LOH

To test the role of the DNA damage checkpoint effec-
tor kinase Chk1 in suppressing break-induced LOH, the
chk1::ura4 mutant background was established using Ch16-
YAMGH in which the chk1+ gene present on the minichro-
mosome was deleted with a hygromycin resistance marker.
While NHEJ/SCC levels in chk1Δ (24.1%) were similar to
wild-type Ch16-YAMGH (27.8%), levels of GC were signif-
icantly reduced in a chk1Δ background (26.0% P < 0.01),
compared to wild-type Ch16-YAMGH (43.3%). However,
levels of break-induced LOH (33.9%) were significantly in-
creased in chk1Δ compared to wild-type Ch16-YAMGH
(13.3% P < 0.01) and rad3Δ (19.6% P < 0.01) backgrounds,
thus suggesting an additional role for Chk1 in suppressing
break-induced LOH, to that of Rad3ATR. The further in-
crease in levels of break-induced LOH in the chk1Δ back-
ground was associated with reduced levels of Ch16 loss
(15.7%), but this was not significantly different to wild-type
Ch16-YAMGH (16.3% P = 0.9) (Figure 3C). Further PFGE
analysis of the chk1Δ HygR ade− G418S his− colonies indi-
cated that LOH had resulted from isochromosome forma-
tion (our unpublished results).

Chk1 activation requires Rad9 phosphorylation on
T412/S423 to promote association with Rad4TOPBP1 (17).
Therefore, we tested levels of break-induced LOH in rad9-
T412A and rad4-110 mutant backgrounds in which Chk1
activation is abrogated. Both resembled the DSB profile
of chk1Δ with increased break-induced LOH. DSB induc-
tion in a rad9-T412A background resulted in significantly
reduced GC (21.5% P = 0.01) and significantly increased
break-induced LOH (39.8% P = 0.02) compared to wild-
type (Figure 3C). Similarly, DSB induction in a rad4-110

temperature-sensitive background at the semi-permissive
temperature of 30◦C resulted in significantly elevated lev-
els of NHEJ/SCC (34.5% P = 0.03), significantly reduced
GC (20.8% GC P < 0.01) and significantly increased LOH
(32.8% P < 0.01) compared to wild-type (Figure 3C).

These results support a role for Chk1 activation in sup-
pressing break-induced LOH, which is functionally distinct
from Rad3ATR. DSB repair in a rad3Δchk1Δ double mu-
tant exhibited a similar DSB repair profile to the chk1Δ sin-
gle mutant (Figure 3C). These findings indicate Rad3ATR

and Chk1 function in the same pathway to suppress break-
induced LOH and to facilitate efficient Ch16 loss. However,
Chk1 performs an additional Rad3ATR -independent role in
suppressing break-induced LOH.

A distinct role for Rad17 and the 9-1-1 complex in suppressing
break-induced LOH

Another component of the DNA damage checkpoint is
Rad17 that functions as part of the RFC-checkpoint load-
ing complex to load the 9-1-1 complex onto sites of dam-
aged DNA (13,14). Mutant loh6-1, isolated from the screen,
was found to encode a nonsense (W72X) mutation in the
rad17+ gene (Supplementary Figure S4; our unpublished
results). DSB induction in a rad17Δ background resulted
in a striking DSB repair profile, which suggested a distinct
role for Rad17 in facilitating extensive resection leading to
Ch16 loss and suppressing break-induced LOH compared
to Rad3ATR. rad17Δ had significantly reduced levels of GC
(34.4% P = 0.03) and Ch16 loss (0.8%, P < 0.01) and signif-
icantly increased levels of break-induced LOH (59.1% P =
0.03) compared to wild-type (Figure 4A).

The DSB repair profiles of rad9Δ, rad1Δ and hus1Δ mu-
tants were also examined, and were found to be very simi-
lar to those observed for rad17Δ: GC was significantly re-
duced in rad9Δ (34.7% P < 0.01), rad1Δ (41.1% P < 0.01)
and hus1Δ (38.1% P = 0.01) backgrounds compared to
wild-type (69.6%). Ch16 loss was also significantly reduced
in rad9Δ (1.0% P < 0.01), rad1Δ (0.19% P < 0.01) and
hus1Δ (1.4% P < 0.01) backgrounds compared to wild-
type (16.5%). In contrast, break-induced LOH was dramat-
ically and significantly increased in rad9Δ (57.4% P < 0.01),
rad1Δ (54.8% P = 0.01) and hus1Δ (56.8% P < 0.01) back-
grounds compared to wild-type (9.6%) (Figure 4A).

PFGE analysis of individual LOH colonies (arg+

G418S/HygS ade− his−) derived from each of the rad17Δ,
rad9Δ, rad1Δ or hus1Δ mutant backgrounds confirmed the
majority to have a chromosomal element of equivalent size
to a known isochromosome. Additionally, shorter chromo-
somal elements as described earlier were observed in 5 out
of 19 (26%) rad17Δ LOH colonies, 4 out of 20 (20%) of
rad9Δ LOH colonies, 4 out of 19 (21%) of rad1Δ LOH
colonies and 4 out of 17 (24%) of hus1Δ LOH colonies (our
unpublished results). CGH analysis of one rad17Δ arg+

G418S ade− his− colony indicated the shorter chromosomal
element resulted from loss of the broken minichromosome
arm while the intact arm was not duplicated (our unpub-
lished results), thus resembling the shorter truncated chro-
mosomal elements observed in the rad3Δ LOH colonies
(Figure 2B and C).
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Figure 4. An additional role for Rad17 and the 9-1-1 complex in
promoting HR and suppressing break-induced LOH. (A) Percentage
DSB-induced marker loss of Ch16-RMYAH in wild-type (TH4104,
TH4121, TH4122, TH4125), rad17Δ (TH7427-TH7430), rad9Δ (TH7588-
TH7591), rad1Δ (TH7493, TH7494, TH7495) and hus1Δ (TH7431-
TH7434) backgrounds. (B) Percentage DSB-induced marker loss of Ch16-
RMGAH in rad17Δ rad9Δ (TH3454), rad17Δ rad3Δ (TH3455) and
rad17Δ crb2Δ (TH3529) backgrounds. (C) Rad3ATR and Exo1 function
redundantly to suppress break-induced LOH. Percentage DSB-induced
marker loss of Ch16-RMGAH in wild-type (TH2130), exo1Δ (TH3378),
rad3Δ (TH2941), rad3Δexo1Δ (TH3382) and rad17Δ exo1Δ (TH3701)
backgrounds. For (A), (B) and (C) the levels of NHEJ/SCC, GC, Ch16

loss and extensive LOH are shown. Data are the mean of three experiments
and standard errors of the mean are indicated. The asterisk (*) represents
significant difference compared to wild-type.

Given the strikingly similar DSB-induced marker loss
profiles observed in rad17Δ, rad9Δ, rad1Δ and hus1Δ, we
tested the possibility that they functioned in the same path-
way by epistasis analysis. Break-induced marker loss in a
rad17Δrad9Δ double mutant was very similar to the single
mutants, rad17Δ and rad9Δ (Figure 4B), supporting roles
for the Rad17 loading clamp and 9-1-1 complex acting in
the same pathway to suppress break-induced LOH. A dou-
ble mutant rad17Δrad3Δ was also constructed. This strain
exhibited similar levels of break-induced LOH (50.2%) and
levels of Ch16 loss (2.7%) to a rad17Δ mutant (49.3% and
1.4%, respectively, Figure 4B). Thus Rad17 performs an
additional role in extensive resection and suppression of
break-induced LOH to that of Rad3ATR. As increased lev-
els of break-induced extensive LOH correlated with re-
duced levels of Ch16 loss these findings support a role for
Rad17 and the 9-1-1 complex in facilitating extensive end-

processing required for Ch16 loss. The S. cerevisiae crb2+

homologue, RAD9, has been shown to limit the amount
of ssDNA produced at uncapped telomeres (41). We found
rad17Δcrb2Δ double mutants exhibited similar levels of
SCC (3.5%), GC (39.9%), Ch16 loss (1.2%) and break-
induced LOH (50.2%) as those observed in a rad17Δ single
mutant (Figure 4B) . These results suggested that Crb253BP1

was not limiting extensive resection in a rad17Δ mutant
background in S. pombe.

Analysis of spontaneous isochromosome formation
within the Ch16 minichromosome indicates that they con-
tain the breakpoint in centromere repeats, showing that
isochromosomes are produced by centromere rearrange-
ments. Rad3ATR has been previously shown to suppress
spontaneous isochromosome formation associated with
increased centromeric recombination (42). We therefore
tested whether deletion of rad9+ exhibited increased spon-
taneous centromeric recombination. However, deletion of
rad9+ did not significantly increase the rate of spontaneous
recombination between the ade6B and ade6X heteroalle-
les integrated into the centromere (Supplementary Figure
S5A and B), consistent with the idea that Rad9Sp affects
resection of DSB-induced ends, generated outside the cen-
tromere.

Rad3ATR and Exo1 act redundantly to suppress break-
induced LOH

In S. cerevisiae, Mec1 is required for the inhibitory phos-
phorylation of Exo1 (43). We therefore tested the relation-
ship between Rad3ATR and Exo1. DSB induction in an
exo1Δ background resulted in significantly reduced levels
of NHEJ/SCC (7.6% P = 0.01), and significantly elevated
levels of GC (69.8% P = 0.02) when compared to wild-
type (Figure 4C). DSB induction in a rad3Δ exo1Δ back-
ground resulted in significantly reduced GC in a rad3Δ
exo1Δ background (28.3% P < 0.01) compared to wild-
type (52.7%). A dramatic decrease in Ch16 loss was ob-
served in the rad3Δ exo1Δ double mutant (1.24% P =
0.02) in comparison to wild-type (16.3%) exo1Δ (11.4%
P < 0.01) and rad3Δ (40.5% P < 0.01) single mutants.
Importantly, in the rad3Δexo1Δ double mutant the level
of break-induced LOH was strikingly increased (41.6% P
< 0.01) compared to wild-type (10.3%; Figure 4C). These
data are consistent with the idea that Rad3 phosphorylates
Exo1, thus inactivating it. PFGE analysis of the arg+ G418S

ade− his− colonies derived from the rad3Δ exo1Δ mutant
background confirmed that LOH had arisen predominantly
through isochromosome formation, with smaller chromo-
somal elements observed in 3/17 (18%) of the individually
isolated LOH colonies examined (our unpublished results).
This contrasts with the finding that the rad17Δexo1Δ dou-
ble mutant did not affect the levels of break-induced LOH
compared to rad17Δ (Figure 4C).

Deleting spd1+ suppresses HR defects of rad3Δ,rad26Δ but
not 9-1-1 mutants

We previously identified a role for Rad3ATR in facilitat-
ing efficient HR repair by inducing nucleotide synthesis
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in response to DSBs. This allows efficient DNA synthe-
sis during HR, preventing LOH. Rad3ATR induces Ddb1-
Cul4Cdt2 ubiquitin ligase dependent degradation of the ri-
bonucleotide reductase (RNR) inhibitor Spd1 to increase
nucleotide pools (44). Transactivation of Cdt2 is required
for the recruitment of Spd1 to the Ddb1-Cul4Cdt2 complex
and requires Rad3ATR and Chk1 (45).

Given the contrasting repair profiles of rad3Δ and rad9Δ,
rad1Δ or hus1Δ deletion strains, we investigated the role of
the 9-1-1 complex in Cdt2 accumulation and thus dNTP
synthesis. Deletion of rad3+, rad26+, rad17+, rad9+, rad1+

and hus1+ each abolished nuclear accumulation of Cdt2 in
response to DNA damage (Supplementary Figure S6A and
B). These findings are consistent with a common role for
the DNA damage checkpoint pathway in facilitating dNTP
synthesis through Cdt2 transactivation.

To further test the role of DNA damage checkpoint genes
in dNTP synthesis, we tested whether deleting spd1+, an
inhibitor of ribonucleotide reductase (46), might suppress
the DNA damage sensitivity of other checkpoint mutants
by increasing cellular nucleotide pools. We found that dele-
tion of spd1+ could partially suppress the bleocin sensitiv-
ity of rad3Δ and rad26Δ (Figure 5A). In contrast, deletion
of spd1+ was unable to suppress the bleocin sensitivity of
rad17Δ, rad9Δ, rad1Δ or hus1Δ (Figure 5A).

To confirm that suppression of bleocin sensitivity by
spd1Δ correlated with increased HR, DSB assays were per-
formed on these strains. Consistent with this, DSB induc-
tion in a rad26Δ spd1Δ background resulted in significantly
increased levels of GC (32.4%, P = 0.02) and significantly
reduced levels of LOH (23.4%, P = 0.02), compared to
rad26Δ (GC 15.6%; LOH 36.3%, respectively) (Figure 5B),
as was previously observed for rad3Δ spd1Δ (44). These
findings are consistent with roles for both Rad3ATR and
Rad26ATRIP in facilitating efficient HR by promoting nu-
cleotide synthesis. In contrast, deletion of spd1+ in rad17Δ,
rad9Δ, rad1Δ or hus1Δ backgrounds did not result in sup-
pression of HR or a reduction in LOH compared to the
parental strains following DSB induction (Figure 5C and
our unpublished results). Together these results indicate a
role for Rad3ATR Rad26ATRIP, Rad17 and the 9-1-1 complex
in DNA damage induced dNTP synthesis, while Rad17 and
the 9-1-1 complex also perform an additional function from
that of Rad3ATR Rad26ATRIP that cannot be suppressed by
spd1+ deletion.

Role for Rad17 and the 9-1-1 complex in facilitating DSB end
resection and SSA

To further test a role for the 9-1-1 complex in DSB resec-
tion, we utilized a strain in which DSB-induced extensive
resection facilitates SSA of two overlapping regions of the
LEU2 gene containing sequence homology, placed either
side of a break site (Figure 6A). The HO endonuclease was
placed under the control of the endogenous urg promoter,
which is rapidly inducible with uracil, generating a unique
DSB at the HO cut site (HO-cs) (37,38). DSB induction in
wild-type rad3Δ, rad17Δ and rad9Δ backgrounds was ob-
served genetically by loss of histidine auxotrophy and found
to be comparable between the mutants (Figure 6B). The re-
pair kinetics was next determined by Southern blot analysis

Figure 5. spd1Δ suppresses the repair defect of rad3Δ and rad26Δ.
(A) Five-fold serial dilutions of wild-type (TH2094), spd1Δ (TH4355),
rad3Δ (TH7329), rad3Δspd1Δ (TH8295), rad26Δ (TH7330) and
rad26Δspd1Δ (TH8194) strains (top panel) and wild-type (TH2094),
spd1Δ (TH4355), rad17Δ (TH7331), rad17Δspd1Δ (TH7794),
rad9Δ (TH7414), rad9Δspd1Δ (TH7146), rad1Δ (TH7333),
rad1Δspd1Δ (TH8249), hus1Δ (TH8296) and hus1Δspd1Δ (TH8195)
strains (bottom panel) grown on Ye5S (untreated) and Ye5S + 0.2 �g/ml
bleocin. (B) Percentage DSB-induced marker loss in wild-type (TH4121,
TH4122, TH4104), spd1Δ (TH4077-TH4079) rad26Δ (TH7424-TH7426)
and rad26Δspd1Δ (TH7585-TH7587) backgrounds. Means ± standard
errors of three experiments are shown. Asterisk (*) represents signif-
icant difference compared to rad26Δ and rad26Δspd1Δ mutants. (C)
Percentage DSB-induced marker loss in wild-type (TH4121, TH4122,
TH4104), spd1Δ (TH4077-TH4079), rad17Δ (TH7429-TH7430),
rad17Δspd1Δ (TH7566-TH7568), rad9Δ (TH7589-TH7591) and
rad9Δspd1Δ (TH7464-TH7466) backgrounds. Means ± standard errors
of three experiments are shown.

of the levels of loss of a 6.2 kb band and the appearance
of a shorter 3.1 kb band containing the reformed LEU2
gene resulting from SSA (Figure 6A). In a wild-type or
rad3Δ background DSB induction resulted in almost com-
plete loss of the upper 6.2 kb band, and generation of a
much stronger 3.1 kb band after 360 min, consistent with
efficient extensive resection and SSA repair (Figure 6C and
D). In contrast, DSB induction in a rad17Δ or rad9Δ back-
ground resulted in formation of a weaker 3.1 kb band con-
sistent with reduced extensive resection and SSA repair in
these backgrounds (Figure 6C and D). These findings sup-
port roles for Rad17 and the 9-1-1 complex in extensive re-
section and SSA repair.
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Figure 6. A role for Rad17 and the 9-1-1 complex in SSA repair. (A) A schematic of a resection and SSA assay as previously described (37). (B)
Graph of HOcs-HIS SSA genetic colony assay showing loss of his3+ marker following induction of Purg1lox-HO-endonuclease in wild-type (TH7184),
rad3Δ (TH8091) rad17Δ (TH8040) and rad9Δ (TH8050) backgrounds. The genetic assay was repeated independently at least three times. Error bars
are ± standard deviation of the mean. (C) Physical analysis of HO-endonuclease cutting and repair by Southern hybridization in wild-type (TH7184),
rad3Δ (TH8091) rad17Δ (TH8040) and rad9Δ(TH8050) cells. Genomic DNA extracted after Purg1lox induction at intervals shown, digested with PvuI
and NruI, blotted and hybridized to probe as indicated in (A). Marker lane (M) and band sizes (kb) are indicated. The 6.2 kb pre-SSA fragment (*) and
3.1 kb post-SSA fragment (**) are indicated. (D) Graph of band intensities at 360 min without HO induction (OFF) or with HO induction (ON) for blots
shown in (C). Blots were scanned using a personal molecular imagerTM (PMITM) and Quantity One Software (Bio-rad). Relative intensities of 6.2 kb pre-
SSA fragment and 3.1 kb post-SSA fragments are shown, and were normalized by calculating the intensities of pre- and post-SSA bands as a percentage
of the total intensities for these bands for each time point. M indicates DNA size marker and kb sizes of marker bands shown. 360 OFF refers to cells
grown in EMM+L+H.
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DISCUSSION

Here we establish roles for the DNA damage check-
point pathway in facilitating efficient HR, and suppress-
ing break-induced chromosomal rearrangements associ-
ated with failed HR repair. We define distinct yet overlap-
ping functions for the DNA damage checkpoint genes in fa-
cilitating both extensive resection and nucleotide synthesis
thereby promoting HR repair. These findings suggest that
the DNA damage checkpoint pathway plays an important
role in coordinating these processes in addition to promot-
ing cell cycle arrest in response to DSBs.

A common role for the DNA damage checkpoint path-
way was identified in facilitating nucleotide synthesis in re-
sponse to DNA damage. Consistent with this, we found
rad3+, rad26+, rad17+, rad9+, rad1+ and hus1+ genes to be
required for transactivating Cdt2 expression in response to
DNA damage. Checkpoint activation has previously been
shown to lead to Cdt2 transactivation, which in turn acti-
vates the Ddb1-Cul4Cdt2 ubiquitin ligase complex leading
to degradation of Spd1, an RNR inhibitor in fission yeast
(45). The resulting increase in nucleotide synthesis follow-
ing RNR activation has been shown to promote HR repair
by facilitating gap filling of resected ssDNA ends (44). Ac-
cordingly, we found increased nucleotide synthesis result-
ing from spd1+ deletion could partially suppress the DNA
damage sensitivity and HR deficiency of rad26Δ, as well as
that of rad3Δ, as previously described (44). However, spd1+

deletion was unable to suppress the DNA damage sensitiv-
ity and HR deficiency of rad17Δ rad9Δ, rad1Δ or hus1Δ,
consistent with an additional role for Rad17 and the 9-1-1
complex in the DNA damage response.

An additional role for Rad17 and the 9-1-1 complex in ex-
tensive resection was identified. Deletion of rad17+ rad9+,
rad1+ and hus1+ genes resulted in a remarkable reduction
in break-induced Ch16 loss and a concomitant increase
in chromosomal rearrangements, predominantly through
isochromosome formation. Given that Ch16 loss was previ-
ously shown to arise from extensive resection from the break
site (35), these findings suggest roles for the Rad17 and the
9-1-1 complex in facilitating efficient resection through cen-
tromeric DNA (Figure 7A). Further, using a physical assay,
we confirmed a role for Rad17 and the 9-1-1 complex in
resection and SSA repair, strongly supporting the genetic
data for the 9-1-1 complex in facilitating extensive resection.
Moreover, rad17Δ functioned epistatically with rad9Δ, con-
sistent with a role for Rad17 in loading the 9-1-1 complex
(18). As no increase in spontaneous centromere recombi-
nation was observed in a rad9Δ background compared to
wild-type, these findings further support a role for Rad17
and the 9-1-1 complex in DSB metabolism. Consistent with
these findings, roles for homologues of Rad17 and the 9-1-
1 complex in DSB resection have been reported previously
(41,47–49).

Isochromosomes were previously determined to have
arisen from extensive resection resulting from failed HR
leading to BIR within the centromere, and to duplication of
the intact minichromosome arm (35). We speculate that the
striking increase in break-induced isochromosomes and re-
duced chromosome loss observed in the absence of Rad17
or the 9-1-1 complex may reflect the increased stability of

Figure 7. (A) Model for roles for the DNA damage checkpoint pathway in
suppressing extensive LOH and chromosomal rearrangements associated
with failed DSB repair. The DNA damage checkpoint pathway promotes
efficient HR repair. Failed HR leads to extensive end processing and to
chromosome loss or rearrangements. Rad17 and the 9-1-1 complex fur-
ther suppress break-induced LOH by promoting extensive end processing
through the centromere, resulting in loss of the broken chromosome. This
is supported by the findings that Rad17 and the 9-1-1 complex are required
for extensive resection, removal of the unrepaired broken minichromosome
and suppression of extensive LOH. (B) Model for the roles of the DNA
damage checkpoint proteins and Exo1 in facilitating extensive resection in
S. pombe. Following DSB induction, the 9-1-1 complex (ring) is loaded by
Rad17. The 9-1-1 complex facilitates processivity of Exo1 and nuclease X.
Rad3ATR, together with other checkpoint proteins (not shown), promotes
dNTP synthesis, promotes nuclease X and additionally inhibits Exo1. This
model is supported by the findings that the rad3Δ exo1Δ double mutant
phenocopies the DSB repair profile of rad17Δ, leading to high levels of
extensive LOH and low levels of minichromosome loss, while rad3Δ or
exo1Δ do not; as exo1Δ was not equivalent to rad17Δ or loss of the 9-
1-1 complex, this suggests that the 9-1-1 complex additionally provides
processivity to another nuclease (X), which requires Rad3 for activity. All
checkpoint genes tested are required for transactivating Cdt2 expression,
an initial step in damage-induced dNTP synthesis. See the text for details.

DSB repair intermediates arising through reduced resec-
tion efficiency, thereby facilitating BIR. Together these find-
ings underline the importance of efficient DSB resection in
maintaining genome stability.

We further identified deletions of rad3+ or exo1+ to be
epistatic with deletion of rad17+ suggesting that Rad3,
Exo1, Rad17 and the 9-1-1 complex function in the same
pathway to facilitate extensive resection and Ch16 loss. In
contrast to the single mutants, simultaneous deletion of
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rad3+ and exo1+ was found to be functionally equivalent
to deletion of rad17+, resulting in very high levels of break-
induced LOH and low levels of Ch16 loss. These findings
suggest a role for Rad3ATR in inhibiting Exo1 activity, con-
sistent with findings in S. cerevisiae (43). Thus in the absence
of Rad3, reduced GC leads to increased levels of Exo1-
dependent resection resulting in increased levels of Ch16

loss and LOH. However, in the absence of both Rad3 and
Exo1, extensive resection becomes inefficient, resulting in
reduced Ch16 loss and very high levels of LOH. As the re-
pair profile of the rad3Δ exo1Δ double mutant is similar
to those observed in rad17Δ, rad9Δ, rad1Δ or hus1Δ back-
grounds, these findings suggest the 9-1-1 complex functions
to promote efficient resection through supporting Exo1 ac-
tivity. In this respect, the 9-1-1 complex may function analo-
gously to structurally related PCNA to provide processivity
to Exo1. That the phenotype associated with loss of Exo1
was not equivalent to the loss of Rad17 or the 9-1-1 com-
plex strongly suggests that the 9-1-1 complex additionally
provides processivity to another nuclease (X) that acts re-
dundantly with Exo1 to promote extensive resection (Fig-
ure 7B). As rad3Δ exo1Δ exhibits a phenotype equivalent
to rad17Δ while exo1Δ does not suggest that Rad3ATR may
additionally promote nuclease X activity, which is also fa-
cilitated by the 9-1-1 complex. A likely candidate for nu-
clease X is Dna2, which is required for extensive resection,
functions in a parallel pathway to Exo1 (50,51), and can be
targeted by Rad3ATR, albeit through Cds1Chk2 (52).

Our data further identified a distinct role for Chk1 ac-
tivation in facilitating HR and suppressing break-induced
chromosomal rearrangements. As Chk1 activation requires
Rad3ATR-dependent phosphorylation, and Rad3ATR acti-
vation requires the Rad17 and the 9-1-1 complex (reviewed
in (53)), these data suggest that Rad17-dependent loading
of the 9-1-1 complex may facilitate Rad3ATR activation and
thus Chk1 activation. Yet, we previously found that in con-
trast to rad3Δ the DNA damage sensitivity of chk1Δ could
not be suppressed by spd1Δ (44). Chk1 may therefore func-
tion like the 9-1-1 complex to support both Rad3ATR- and
Exo1-dependent extensive resection. However, rad17Δ and
chk1Δ backgrounds exhibit distinct DSB repair profiles
suggesting that the relationship between these checkpoint
proteins is more complex.

In contrast to the DNA damage checkpoint genes, dele-
tion of the replication checkpoint genes mrc1+ and cds1+

resulted in a hyper-recombinant phenotype, exhibiting sig-
nificantly elevated levels of break-induced GC compared to
wild-type. These findings indicate a clear demarcation of the
DNA damage and replication checkpoint functions, with
the former facilitating efficient DSB repair by HR. One pos-
sible explanation for this ‘hyper-rec’ phenotype associated
with the replication checkpoint mutants is a role for Mrc1
in promoting sister chromatid cohesion in S. cerevisiae (54).
As sister chromatid cohesion limits recombination between
homologous chromosomes (55), disrupting sister chromatid
cohesion through such mutations could facilitate increased
levels of interchromosomal GC.

We have identified roles for the DNA damage check-
point pathway, including homologues of the haploinsuf-
ficient tumor suppressors, Rad3ATR, Crb253BP1 and Chk1

in suppressing break-induced LOH (56–58). Our data sug-
gest that these homologues may function to suppress tu-
morigenesis through promoting efficient HR thereby sup-
pressing extensive resection, chromosomal rearrangements
and extensive LOH. In addition, we found that overexpres-
sion of Cdc25, which abrogates the DNA damage check-
point, resulted in inefficient HR repair, increased levels of
break-induced chromosome loss and LOH. Reduced HR
efficiency following Cdc25 overexpression may have arisen
from inappropriate cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) depen-
dent activation of CtIP and thus extensive resection, as sug-
gested from studies in S. cerevisiae (59), or alternatively
through a reduced G2-phase and accelerated entry into mi-
tosis through increased CDK activity. In humans, CDC25
orthologues can function as oncogenes and are frequently
over expressed in high-grade tumours with poor prognosis
(reviewed in (60)). Our findings suggest a mechanistic ex-
planation for these observations.
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